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This fresco by Diego Rivera illustrates me culrure of com and the
prepararion ofcorn pancakes. Malze was first cultivated, and ways
to prepare ir firsr developed, more than 4500 years ago in what is
now México. Biologisrs and archaeologiscs seek to gain a better un-
derstanding of such processes of domesticarion, using evidénce such
as che chipped srone hoes on rhe facing page, dating to berween
about A.D. 1000 and A.D. 1100.



Chapter

Within the boundary of the modero eity ofJeri-
eho, in the Jordan VaUey, Lies the aneient city of
Jerieho. This older Jerieho is a "rell," a large mound
built up of the disearded mud brieks of layer upon
layer of houses constructed over thousands of years.
Near the bottom of this tell, buried beneath more
than twenty-five layers of construetion, archaeologisrs

o n e

have unearthed evidenee of a major turoing point
in human history: a 9000 year old farming village.
Underoeath this evidenee of one of the world's
first farming settlernencs, an earlier settlement was
also exeavated, where a hunter-gatherer group had
eamped to take advantage of the spring nearby. Like
most eamps ofhunter-gatherer groups, this settlement

The Jericho Tower. With the formation of permanent villages carne a willingness to
invest in community building projects such as this 8.5-meter-high circular stone
tower. The tower was erected 9000 years ago ar rhe edge of rhe farming setrlement ar
Jericho, and is shown exposed where two large excavation trenches intersecr. Reached
by an internal staircase (covered by the square metal grare), rhe top of the rower
would have provided a vanrage point for villagers to gaze our on a rapidly changing
world.
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r , Search of Origins

was likely less than a thousand square meters in size
(0.1 hectare); its remnants today consist of a scat-
tering of circular house floors, discarded tools, and
the remains of wild plants and animals,

The early farming village, however, found in an
overlying layer, was dramatically different from this
small hunrer-gatherer campo Covering an area of al-
most 2.5 hectares (6 acres), this early agricultural
settlement contained larger mud-brick houses, and
may have had a population of 300 people or more.
Its growth was clearly supported by the harvest from
nearby fields of cultivated crops like barley. Even
more striking than the dramatic population in-
crease, however, were the various signs of a grow-
ing organizational complexity. Large-scale construc-
tion projects at Jericho attest to the marshaling of
considerable manpower. An elaborate system of
ditches and walls was built, not for defense, but to
divert floodwaters away from the expanding village.
A large circular tower of unknown purpose, along
with a variety of ritual objecrs, including plastered
human skulls, reflect efforts to organize and unify a
settled community of a size far beyond what the
world had previously seen.

Ten thousand years ago, ar the edge of this
spring-fed oasis at Jericho, the world changed for-
ever. The farming community established there fore-
shadowed the massive process of transformation that
was to come. There were a few orher small farming
communities in the Jordan Valley around Jericho,
and several others flourished in similar lake and
riverside settings near the present site of Damascus
and along the Euphrates. Over the next thousand
years in the Near East, domesticated plants and an-
irnals would provide new, reliable food sources,
shattering the total reliance on wild species that
had defined the nature of human existence for mil-
lioos of years. Created by humans, these new food
sources could be stored, on the hoof and in silos,

o 5m

Shown in cross secrion, the Jericho Tower and sraircase,
along with an adjacenr stone wall and dirch, were once
rhoughr to have been builr for defense. More recently, Ofer
Bar-Yosef of Harvard University has deterrnined rhar the
walls and dicches of Jericho were designed to protect the
settlernenr nor from invaders but from floodwarers.

against future need, and had the potential of ever-
expanding yields, the limits of which are only now
coming into view.

When these new agricultural economies
emerged, they didn't just allow human population
growth, they also fueled the creation of ever larger
and more complex human societies, far beyond what
had developed in hunting and gathering times.
Large farming villages appeared as people were able
to live perrnanenrly in higher densities. Such set-
tlements were continuously occupied for thousands
of years, and their remains often provide detailed ar-
chaeological records of the expanding complexity
and scale of agricultural societies. Villages turned
into towns, cities and city states gained control
of growing agricultural landscapes, and empires
emerged .as our ancestors became more and more
successful at organizing agricultural production and
the populations it fedo
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Burma), and Costa Rica. lf these new studies are
correct, the world is losing up to 20 million hectares
(almost 50 million acres) of tropical forest annually.

The clearing of tropical rain forests represems
just the most recem chapter in the long, complex,
and still unfolding history of agricultural expansion.
Each year more of the earth's land surface is trans-
formed imo cropland or pasture to feed a rapidly
growing world population. In the Near East and
North Africa 97 percem of the available arable land
is now under production, while throughout Asia the
agricultural fromier has expanded until now more
than 80 percem of the potencial cropland is being
culrivated. In other regions of the world where land
is still available for agricultural expansion, primarily
sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America, relatively poor
soils hold only Iirnited promise as future farmland.

The increasing mechanization of farming since
1950 has accelerated our approach to the limits of
agricultural expansion, but from a longer-term per-
spective we are seeing the cominuation of the
process that first began 8000 to 10,000 years ago
in Asia and at approximately the same time in the
Westero Hemisphere, when human societies first
domesticated planrs and animals,

In view of the importance of the agricultural
transformation of the earth, it is not surprising that
scholars have long been interested in the origins
of agriculture. The questions to be answered are
numerous and diverse. How did agriculture begin?
In what sequence and in what combinations were
differem species of plants and anirnals first domes-
ticated in different pares of the world? Why were
certain plants and animals domesticated and not
others? What were the wild ancestors of these domes-
ticates? Where, specifically, were certain plants and
anirnals first domesricated? Why did agriculture
emerge in some regions and not in others?

Chapter One

Although the Near East and China have yielded
some of the earliest evidence of farming villages, the
early farmers of Asia were the source of only some
of the other farming socieries that developed later
in various regions of the world. Agriculture emerged
not once or twice but many times, as quite differ-
em species of plams and anirnals were domesticated
separately and independently in differem regions.
From each of these separate starting points, the first
farming societiesand their food-production economies
developed along separare pathways up to the pres-
em day. Moreover, these early farming societies
expanded imo adjacem regions, where disrinct agri-
cultural landscapes in turo emerged and newly
formed farming societies also began their separate
historical pathways of development, each respond-
ing to changing local challenges and opportunities,
both natural and cultural. Ir is the initial emergence
and early expansion of this agricultural way of life,
and the transformations in human society they
made possible, that will be explored in the pages
that follow.

The spread of agriculturallandscapes is now ap-
proaching an endgame as farmers encroach on zones
of marginal productivity and ever-escalating poten-
tial cosrs. Each day, satellites passing over the Ama-
zon rain forest of Brazil record the smoke plumes
drifting up from piles of newly cut trees and other
vegetation. Most of this land is being deforested so
that it can be permanently converted to farmland.
Using satellite imagery of these smoke plumes, a
team headed by Alberto Serzer of the National Space
Research lnstitute of Brazil estimated that 8 mil-
lion hectares-about 20 million acres-of forest had
been cleared in 1987 alone, at an annual deforesta-
tion rate of more than 2 percem. New satellite data
have also provided startlingly high estimares of de-
forestation in lndia, Cameroon, Myanmar (formerly
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In Search of Origins

Answers to these and other questions are being
sought by a broad spectrum of biologists and ar-
chaeologists. No one approach can uncover all of the
relevant information, so scientists in many areas of
biological and archaeological research are engaged
in the quest for answers. Each of the various ap-
proaches holds the key to some answers, and to-
gether they can often produce impressive insights
into this major turning point in human history.
Two men, Nikolai Vavilov and Robert Braidwood,
played central roles in establishing the biological
and archaeological approaches to the origins of
agriculture.

Nil<olai Vavilov and the
Biological Approach

It may seem surprising to learn that some of the
most interesting insights into the origins of agri-
culture have come not from investigation of ar-
chaeological sires, but through research on living
organisms. The first concerted attempt to under-
stand agricultural origins through this kind of re-
search was undertaken in the 1930s by Nikolai
Ivanovich Vavilov, a Soviet biologist and geneticist.
Vavilov's efforts carne to an end prematurely when
he was imprisoned by Stalinist authorities in 1940
for his defense of genetics and opposition to T. D.
Lysenko's teachings on the heritability of acquired
characteristics, but before then he had visited fifty-
two countries in a search for seeds of crop plants and
geographical patterns of genetic diversity. He and
other scientists from the All Union Institute ofPlant
Industry mapped the distribution and degree of ge-
netic diversity of numerous crops throughour the
world, and observed that some regions of the world
exhibited extremely high levels of variation while

Nikolai Ivanovich Vavilov, Russian plant geneticist, began
the search for agricultural origins through the study of
modern plants.

others were relatively impoverished. In a small, iso-
lated pocket on the Ethiopian Plareau, for example,
Vavilov discovered hundreds of varieties of ancient
wheat. He reasoned that since diversity in cultivated
forms results from experimentation and deliberate
human selection over time, the high degree of di-
versity in Ethiopian wheats indicated that this crop
had been cultivated in the region for a very long
time. The longer a crop had been grown, he rea-
soned, the more uses for it would have developed,
and a variety of uses would be reflecred in a variety
of forms: com for popping and for roasting, for use
in medicine and in ceremonies, for example. More
textures and colors could have evolved, as well as
greater resistance to more pests and diseases.

It seemed reasonable, almost inescapable, there-
fore, that the area where a crop plant had the great-
est diversity of forms would also be the place where
it was first dornesticated. Vavilov proposed that by
locating the center of a crop's genetic diversity, one
pinpointed its origino As he mapped the centers of
diversity of more and more crops, he found that
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chapter One
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many overlapped. The Near East center of diversity
of wheat, for example, overlapped the centers of bar-
ley, rye, lentils, peas, flax, and other crops. From
1926 until 1940 Vavilov was continually revising
and updating his findings, and in 1940 his last syn-
thesis outlined seven overlapping areas of maximum
diversity for a variety of crop plants, and he identi-
fied these seven regions as the world's major centers
of origin for cultivated plants.

Vavilov's central assumption-that the location
where a crop plant was first domesticated is today
marked by its geographical center of genetic diver-
sity-has since been shown to have a basic flaw. Do-
rnesticares can, and did, originare in one region and
then develop much of their diversity irí another. AI-
though Vavilov's centers of origin have been sub

Caribbean
Sea

Vavilov traveled widely throughour
the world collecting seed and plant
specimens and searching for centers of
plant diversity. His route of travei
during a 1930 expedition to North
America rook him to many regions of
the United Srares and Mexico.

jected to considerable rethinking, his work marks
an important beginning in biological research on
the origins of agriculture. Vavilov forcefully put for-
ward identification of the centers of origin of the
world's crop plants as a goal of biological and ge-
netic research on dornesticated plants. In so doing
he staked out an area of inquiry that has proved very
productive for later generations of plant genericisrs
and biologists. Vavilov also demonstrated the im-
portance of active field research. Scientists continue
to collect seeds and map the geographical ranges of
crop plants around the world.

As we will see, later generations of scholars have
expanded their mapping to encompass the wild rel-
atives of dornesricated crops-species that may have
been the progenitors of the first domesticates. lf the
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ln search of Origins

wild ancestor of a domesticate could be identified,
and if ir is assumed that the geographical range of
the ancestor is the same today as ir was at the time
the plant was first domesticated, then the present-
day range of the wild progenitor should define an
outer boundary wherein to look for the area where
~ was first domesticated. The center of origin
of a domesticated plant or animal could thus be
established through the seemingly simple and.
straightforward process of mapping the present-day
distribution of its wild progenitor. The value of
such an approach of course varies with the size of the

geographical range of the suspected wild ancestor, The
small geographical ranges of the wild ancestors of
domesticated sheep and goats, for example, help to
define their areas of initial domesticarion, but cat-
de and pigs have such broad distriburions that their
ranges provide little help in establishing where they
were first brought under domestication. In addition,
the geographical ranges of wild plants and animals
have changed, somerirnes substantially, over the
past 10,000 years, often as a result of expanding
agricultural landscapes. Scientists can address the
possibility of such changes over time, however, by

PACIFIC

OCEAN

PACIFlC

OCEAN

INDIAN

OCEAN
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Vavilov's final map, published in 1940, showed seven ceneers of origin of domesticated
planes: I, the tropical south Asiatic center; lI, the east Asiatic cenrer; IIl, the south-
western Asiatic center; IV, the Mediterranean ceneer; V, the Abyssinian center; VI, the
Ceneral American ceneer; VII, the Andean (South American) center.
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Chapter

establishing the presence of porential ancestor species
in archaeological sites of different time periods and
at different locations. In this way, they can chart the
geographical range of a species in the pasto

Another problem is !lOW to identify the wild
ancestor of a domesticare. It is seldom easy to
establish which of several possible progenitor species
actually gave rise to a present-day domesticare, given
the long and complex intervening history of genetic
manipulation and diversification. Remarkable strides
have been made in this area, however, with the de-
velopment of powerful new procedures for directly
comparing the genetic composition of domesticares
and their wild relatives. As a result it is possible
to identify wild ancestors with confidence. When
biological investigators pair this new and rapidly
. expanding genetic research with their continuing
efforts to map the present-day distribution of do-
mesticated planrs and anirnals and their potencial
wild progenitors, they are able to throw increasing
light on the origins of agriculture.

Robert Braidwood and the
Archaeological Approach

A parallel scholarly tradition of concerted archaeo-
logical inquiry into the origins of agriculture can be
traced back to the 1940s and Robert Braidwood of
the Oriental Instirute, the University of Chicago.
During World War lI, Braidwood began to formu-
late an interdisciplinary research program that
would focus on the beginnings of the early agricul-
tural revolution in the Near East:

What would we learn, we wondered, were we
to concentrate on the threshold of cultural
change that rnust have attended the very earli-
est use of effectively domesticated plants and

o n e

Robert Braidwood of the Oriental Instirure, Universiry of
Chicago, who pioneered the archaeological search for rhe
origins of agriculture in the 19505.

anirnals .... What fascinated us about all this
was that excavated traces of rhe beginnings of
this early "agricultural revolution" had not yet
been recovered. Thus our field research goal in
1947 was to try to .find the traces of such a
"threshold."

The research program that Braidwood initiared
in the Near East in the late 1940s and early 1950s
established the origins of agriculture as a broad and
important new field of inquiry in archaeology.
Braidwood also provided a clear example of how ar-
chaeological research on agricultural origins should
be structured and carried out. The basic strategy he
used so successfully in the Ferrile Crescent was
quickly adopted and applied in other regions, and
today provides the basic approach employed
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pavement of river cobbles provided the only other
evidence of the activities of the smalI group of
hunter-gatherers that briefly lived at Karim Shahir.
Their movements tied to the seasons, to the annual
ripening of wild wheats and barley at different ele-
vations, and to the corresponding movement of wild
herds of sheep and goats to higher pastures as spring
turned to summer, hunter-gatherer societies on the
marginof the Zagros Mountains would have occu-
pied a number of settlernents like Karim Shahir in
any grven year.

Located 2 kilometers downstream from Karim
Shahir, and dating perhaps 500 to 1000 years late r,
the site ofJarmo hosted a way oflife that was worlds
apart. Here, in the early 1950s, Braidwood encoun-
tered clear and convincing evidence of a very dif-
ferent way of life-a permanent farming vilIage.

ln Search of Origins

throughout the world by archaeologists studying
agricultural origins.

What were the key elements ofBraidwood's ap-
proach? First, he reasoned that the best place ~ a~
tempt to find archaeological evidence of the transi-
tion to an agricultural way of life in the Near East
was in the "natural habitat zone for all potential do-
mesticates." This reasoning led him in the late
1940s to the remote Chemchemal ValIey of north-
eastern Iraq, near the southern margin of the Zagros
Mountains, and well within the geographical range
_ofall the wild ancestors of the seven major .Near
Eastern domesticates (barley, emmer and einkorn
wheat, goats, sheep, pigs, and cattle).

The Chemchemal ValIey also clearly contained
the second key element required by Braidwood's
approach-ancient settlements that seemed to span
the transition from a hunring and gathering way of
life to the esrablishmenr of early farming vilIages.
Braidwood's research team selected for initial inves-
tigation two archaeological sites that rner this cri-
terion remarkably well. Located only 2 kilometers
apart, the sites of Karim Shahir and Jarmo were
perched on the edge of flat-topped grassy plateaus,
looking down a sreep slope onto the Cham-Gawra,
a seasonal stream meandering some 40 meters
below.

When excavated by Bruce Howe of Braidwood's
team, Karim Shahir turned our to be a srnall (500
square meters) seasonal settlement that had been oc-
cupied for a short period of time more than 9000
years ago by a hunting and gathering society. Dis-
carded flint tools, some of which were manufactured
at Karim Shahir, had been used to hunt and burcher
wild animals, mostly sheep and goats, judging from
the animal bone fragments recovered during exca-
vation. Other stone tools attested to the pounding
and grinding of seeds and other wild plant materi-
als. A few srnall fire hearths and cooking pits and a

'1;~' !....,b~
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These foundation walls supported some of the contiguous
rectangular mud-brick houses of the farming village at
]armo abour 8700 to 8000 years ago. This remarkably
preserved community plan of an early agricultural settlement
was uncovered at a depth of more than 2 meters during
Braidwood's excavation.
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Chapter One

Excavation down through more than 5 meters of de-
posits uncovered the history of this agricultural
community recorded in a vertical sequence of rec-
tangular mud-brick houses.

The early farming village at Jarmo was likely
occupied for anywhere from two to seven centuries
somewhere around 8700 to 8000 years ago, and
appears to have had, on the average, perhaps twenty-
five households and a population of 150 to 200 peo-
pIe. Careful excavation up through the successive
building layers at Jarmo provided considerable in-
formation about the way of life of these early agri-
culruralists: what their houses looked like and how
they were arranged in a community plan, how large
the settlement was and the size of its population,
what tools they manufactured and used, how and
where they prepared and cooked their food, and
what materials they traded for and from where. AlI
this informarion about the people of J armo provided
a human, cultural context for considering the cen-
tral questions of agricultural origins and the inicial
domestication of plants and animals.

This then brings us to the third key element of
Braidwood's research strategy: he ineluded scientists
from the biological and earth sciences in a coordi-
nated interdisciplinary approach to the question of
the emergence of agriculture. Specialists in their
fields were asked to seek evidence of what the eli-
mate was like whenJarmo flourished, to reconstruct
the environment around the settlernent, to identify
and analyze the animal bones and plant remains re-
covered during excavation, and to look for ways to
distinguish the wild from the domesticated in the
scattered and fragmentary birs of bone and seeds
thar had survived 8000 years in the ground.

These were not easy tasks in the early 1950s,
for Iirtle was yet known abour how the seeds and
bones of domes ti cates preserved in archaeological
sites could be disringuished from those of wild

plants and anirnals. Braidwood's pioneering inter-
disciplinary approach addressed this critically im-
portant challenge, and as we shall see, the analysis
of plant and animal rnaterials from archaeological
sites has now matured inro two well-established dis-
ciplines, and elear cri teria for identifying domesti-
cated plants and anirnals have been developed.

ln the four decades that have passed since Braid-
wood's landmark project, the search for agricultural
origins in the Near East has expanded to encompass
much of the Fertile Crescent. As more sites have
been excavated and more information recovered, sites
such as J armo and J ericho have become part of a
much larger and more complex story, as their study
has become integrated inro that of the entire region.
But Braidwood's emphasis on an interdisciplinary
approach and on establishing a human, cultural con-
text can be seen today wherever archaeologists search
for the beginnings of a farming way of life.

We can see, then, that the archaeological ap-
proach to agricultural origins in large measure com-
plements biological research focused on present-day
populations of planes and anirnals. Archaeological
research not only offers independent confirmation
and an ofren tighter geographical delineation of the I

areas of initial domestication; it also provides a date
for the origins of agriculture and reveals the pace at
which agriculture emerged.

Archaeological excavation of early farming set-
tlements in various regions of the world is the only
means of directly observing the economic and cul-
tural contexr of domestication and the transition to
farming. Ir is this social and economic background
that provides a basis for understanding not only
when and where plants and anirnals were dornesti-
cated bur the process of domestication itself-how
and why human societies iniriared new relationships
with certain wild species and began to intervene ac-
tively in their life cyeles. What kind of human so-
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In Search.of Origins

cietres first domesticated plants and anirnals, and
what prompted them to do so? How large and how
permanent were these early agrarian setrlementé
Which species of plants and anirnals did these peo-
ple use for food before they began to domesticate
some of them? What attributes or characteristics, if
any, may have preadapted some wild food sources to
human manipulation and domestication? Were dif-
ferent species brought under domestication together
as part of an integrated economic strategy? What
kinds of changes can be seen in these human soei-
eties once they began to invest time and energy in
managing domesticates and producing their own
food? Did domesticates quickly occupy center stage
in rapidly expanding farming economies, or was
agriculture slow in developing? Such questions can
be answered only through archaeological investiga-
tion of hurnan settlements and by careful analysis
of the human societies that firsr developed farming
long ago.

The two parallel scholarly traditions of research
on agricultural origins, one focusing on present-day
populations of domesticares and their wild relatives,
the other directed toward archaeological evidence,
thus offer solutions to different parts of what is a
large and multifaceted problem. In the decades that
have passed since Vavilov and Braidwood laid the
foundation for the biological and archaeological ap-
proaches to agricultural origins, a number of ad-
vances in knowledge and available technology have
been made, the most important of them coming in
the 1970s.

Advances in Theory and Technology

Researchers in both the biological and archaeologi-
cal sciences have dramatically improved our under-
standing of how plants and animals were actually

domesticated-the specific human actions that re-
sulted in the creation of domesticates. They have
also come to a clearer understanding of the motiva-
tion that led human societies to embark on courses
of acrion that led to domestication, as will be dis-
cussed in some depth in the next chapter. In part,
they owe their success to remarkable improvements
in their ability to recognize the actual physical
changes that indicate domestication in plants and
animals-changes that can be observed in the ani-
mal bones and plant remains recovered during ar-
chaeological excavation and that are also described
in Chapter 2.

Today biologists and archaeologists also bring
to the search for agricultural origins an impressive
array of technological innovations, the most impor-
tant of which are described in Chapter 3. New dat-
ing techniques have greatly improved our ability to
establish when various species of plants and anirnals
were first domesticated. New methods of excavation
have substantially increased the amount of plant and
animal remains recovered from archaeological sites.
New microscopes have made ir possible to identify
extremely small markers of dornestication in plants.
Similarly, an array of new biochemical techniques
have made ir possible to identify with considerable
accuracy the wild populations that gave rise to dif-
ferent species of plants and anirnals. These tools
of the trade have been successfully employed in
different parts of the world in the search for the
origins of agriculture.

Archaeological and biological research on the
emergence of agriculture has not progressed uni-
formly around the world. In some regions, such as
the Near East (discussed in Chapter 4) and eastern
North America (Chapter 8), the two approaches
have given us a good outline of the transition from
hunting and gathering to a farming way of life. The
small area of the Near East known as the Fertile
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The seven areas of the world where the independene domestication of planes and
animais led to the emergence of agriculture.

Crescent witnessed the earliest development of an
agricultural economy in the world, about 10,000
years before the present (B.P.). When ir was fully
formed, about 8000 years ago, this first agricultural
economy was remarkable for its inclusion of a large
number of both plants and anirnals that would be-
come important in agricultural economies through-
out the world (barley, wheats, lentils, sheep, goats,
cattle, pigs). We now have a clear general picture of
the domestication of all of these species and the de-
velopment of agricultural economies in a complex
process that spanned 2000 years.

In China (Chapter 6), on the other hand, con-
siderable analysis of plant and animal popula-

tions, both past and present day, is still to be done.
Moreover, despi te the long and detailed archaeo-
logical record of agriculture in China, we stilllack
evidence of the initial transition from a hunting-and-
gathering way of life to a farming economy. The
earliest known farming setrlements, along the
Yellow River in the north and the Yangtze in the
south, are clearly many centuries past the inirial
transition to agriculture.

Sub-Saharan Africa (Chapter 5) stands in dra-
matic contrast to China. Here the archaeolog-
ical record is rather limited; what is known about
the emergence of uniquely African agricul-
tural economies is the result of extensive biological
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Easrern United Srates

research 00 modern plant populations, both wild
and domesticated. Similarly, in Middle America
and South America (Chaprer 7), remarkable advances
in biological research have dramatical1y changed
rhe picture of agricultural beginnings in borh the
central highlands of Mexico and the central Andes
of Peru and Bolívia, pointing to the need for ar-
chaeologisrs to focus on new areas and new time
periods.

Very little is yet known abour the early hisrory
of food production in either Southeast Asia (Chap-
ter 6) or the lowland rain forests of South America
(Chapter 7), although there is considerable specula-
tion regarding the great age of root-crop agriculture
in the tropics.

To a considerable extent, then, this book has
been shaped by the Ievel of success of archaeologi-
cal and biological research carried out in different
regions. Its emphasis is on those regions of the

Sourh Central Andes

world-China, the Fertile Crescent, central Mexico,
the central Andes, sub-Saharan Africa, and eastern
Norrh America-where wild species were indepen-
dently dornesticated and distinctive agricultural
economies emerged, and on the two regions where
agricultural expansion is best documented: Europe
(Chaprer 5) and the southwestern United States
(Chaprer 8).

Before agriculture carne to these various parts
of the world, al1were inhabired by groups of hunter-
gatherers who relied on rhe hunting of animals and
rhe collecting of wild plants. How did these groups
transform themselves into til1ers of the earth and
husbanders of animais? Part of the answer resrs in
an understanding of how efforts leading to the do-
mestication of wild species could have emerged out
of a wider class of human behavior common to al1
hunter-gatherers.

Sub-Saharan Mrica
I I

10,000 9000 8000 7000 6000 5000 4000 3000 2000 1000 B.P.
The approximare time periods when
planrs and animais were first domesri-
cared in the sevenprirnary centers of
agriculrural development.
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, An old man with a donkey cart, China. Created by human
societies in differenr places at different times over rhe past
10,000 years, domescicared plants and animaIs have provided a
reliable source of food, clothing, and pulling power. Artifacts
such as rhe 6400-year-old spade on rhe facing page, excavated
ar the Ho-mu-tu site in China, provide evidence of early rice
farming economies.



Manipulating the Environment
to Reduce Risl~

Chapter Two

The changes brought over the past 10,000 years as
agricultural landscapes replaced wild planr and an-
imal communities, while not so abrupt as those
caused by the impact of an asteroid ar rhe Cretaceous-
Tertiary boundary some 65 million years ago or so
massive as those caused by advancing glacial ice in
the Pleisi:ocene, are nonetheless comparable to these
other forces of global change.

Though the "agricultural revolution" exhibits
some basic similarities to the major "natural" forces
of global change, ir differs dramaticalIy in being a
uniquely human creation, and, unlike these natural
changes, it cannot be traced to a single causal event
or processoThe agricultural transformation had a se-
ries of isolated, independent beginnings involving
different peoples, different areas of the world, dif-
ferent time periods, and different anirnals and
plants. AlI of these separate beginnings, howev:er,
seem to have come about in generalIy similar ways,
in response to a similar motivation.

I

I

I I think that the motivations that eventually led our
ancestors to domesticare plants and anirnals can
comfortably be included in a much broader class of
behavior: efforts by hunter-gatherer societies to in-
crease both the economic contribution and the reli-
ability of one or more of the wild species they de-
pended on for survival, and thus reduce risk and
uncertainty. Hunter-gatherer societies that survive
today atternpt to reduce risk in a variety of ways,
from storing food against hard times to maintain-
ing far-reaching kinship networks. These networks
serve as a kind of insurance policy that enables fam-
ily groups to survive lean years by temporarily rnov-
ing in with distant relatives in regioos where food
is more plentiful. More interesting for our purposes,
present-day hunter-gatherer societies also reduce

In Ausrralia, hunter-gatherer societies
"domesticare" the landscape, burning
off vegetation to encourage the
growrh of valued plane species.
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risk both by deliberately manipulating the habitats
of plants and animals they rely on for food and by
actively intervening in the life cycles of those
species. Borh these types of activities are undertaken
to increase the yield and dependability of wild food
sources. Together such activities represent a delib-
erate effort to rnodify the environment and make ir
more to the liking of these species-in a way to do-
mesticate ir.

In Australia, for example, where hunting-and-
gathering groups have lived without agriculture for
at least 20,000 years, Aborigine societies burn veg-
etation to encourage some species of grasses they de-
pend on for food at the expense of other plants that
do not fare so well in the burned-over areas. They
also increase the yield of some food plants by inter-
vening directly in their life cycles. After they dig
out the tubers of the wild yam Dioscorea, for exam-
ple, Aborigine foragers replace the srern-artached
top of the tubers so that more yams will grow to be
dug up another time.

The Kumeyaay Indians, a hunrer-gatherer soei-
ety of southern California, made even more exten-
sive efforts to reduce risk by "dornesticating" the
landscape. By interviewing Kumeyaay elders and
studying historical documents, Florence Shipek, a
historian at the University of Wisconsin at Park-
side, has been able to document a range of activi-
ties that encouraged the growrh of desirable wild
plants.

Straddling the border with Mexico, the coastal
valley area of the Kumeyaay was not naturally rich
in plant foods, and was subject to freguent droughts
and floods, along with considerable variation in
rainfall and temperature from year to year. Yet when
the Spanish entered coastal California in 1769, they
encountered relatively large Kumeyaay populations,
which they described as subsisting not on agricul-
ture but on wild seeds and other foods. The

Kumeyaay thrived in this erratic and inhospit-
able environment as a result of very intense and far-
reaching experiments in transplanting food plants
across the full range of micro-habitat zones.

From coastal sandbars and marshes up through
floodplains, valleys, and foothills, to high mountain
deserts, the Kumeyaay had made experimental
plantings of a variety of food and medicinal plants.
They created groves of wild oaks and pines produc-
ing edible nuts at higher elevations and established
plantings of high-desert species such as desert palm
and rnesquite along the coast. They planted agave,
yucca, and wild grapes in various micro-habitats.
They also planted cuttings of cacti and other sue-
culents near their villages. They carefully burned
many of the groves and other plantings of wild
"species to keep yields high, and by regularly burn-
ing off chaparral they improved the browse for deer.
In early summer they harvested large stands of a
wild grain-grass, now extinct, by hand stripping
seeds from the stalk. Then they burned off the stands
and broadcast a portion of the harvested seed across
the burned areas. This highly modified and carefully
"domesticated" landscape of the Kumeyaay, a com-
plex mosaic of manipulated wild plants, disappeared
with the coming ofEuropean settlers and their crops,
and survives today only in the memories of
Kumeyaay elders, in early Spanish documents, and
in Shipek's writings.

Thus hunter-gatherer societies of the past and
present, to varying degrees and in a wide variety of
ways, havereshaped their environments to make
them more to their liking. Across the full course of
human history, societies dependent on wild plants
and anirnals for their survival should not be seen as
passive participants in the ecosystem who simply
conform their lives to a rigid, unyielding natural en-
vironment. These societies have actively and con-
tinually experimented with manipulation of plant
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and animal communities to reduce risk in their own
lives.

It is from such efforts that domesticated anirnals
and plants were initially created. The likelihood that
any plant or animal will actually be domesticated,
however, is not the same in all situarions. The op-
portunities for experimentation that could lead to
domesticates varied widely. Many habitats and many
species of animals and plants held only limited po-
tential for manipulation, while others held great
promise. Such promising species can be considered
as preadapted to domestication. And just as some
species are more likely candidates for domestication
than others, some types of human intervention in
the life cycles of species are more likely pathways to
domestication than others.

What Is Domestication?

Scholars have been providing definitions and de-
scriptions of "dornestication" from various per-
spectives for more than a hundred years. Debate
continues today on the fine points, but there is
considerable agreement on a good starring defini-
tion: domestication is the human creation of a new
form of plant or animal-one that is identifiably
different from its wild ancestors and extant wild
relatives.

Differentiation within wild species-the emer-
gence of new forms of plants and animals-has of
course occurred innumerable times in the earth's his-
tory withour any human assistance at ali. One of
the most common ways in which such "natural"
episodes of differentiation occur parallels the process
by which humans create domesticares. First, a phys-
ical barrier of some sort separates a species into dis-
tinct reproductive groups within its geographical

Two

range. Over successive generations the groups on the
two sides of the barrier begin to diverge as they re-
spond to different sets of environmental forces or
Darwinian selective pressures (differences in cli-
mate, habitat, predators and competitors, and so on).

Domestication is similar to this natural process,
except that human societies set up the physical bar-
rier and determine the selective pressures. A new set
of selective pressures comes into play when humans
intervene in key aspects of the life cycle of the now
"captive" population, creating new tules for survival
and reproductive success. Only those individuals
able to survive and produce offspring under the new
rules contribute genetic information to the next
generation.

Over generations, in response to the new rules
for survival, the captive populations change in a
number of ways, some deliberately caused by the
domesticators, orhers incidental and automatic.
Taken together, all of the adaptations or adjust-
ments made by a captive population can be collec-
tively described as that species' "adaptive syndrome
of dornestication."

Many of the changes that occur as part of the
adaptive syndrome of domestication are "pheno-
typic," or observable (larger seeds on a food plant,
say, or smaller size in a herd animal), and it is such
observable changes that often enable us to determine
that the species has been domesticated. Associated
with these observable changes, of course, are changes
at the molecular level, in the genes themselves. The
rario of female to male, or young to old, in a pop-
ulation of domesticates may also serve to distinguish
them from wild populations. Defining domestica-
tion in terms of either phenotypic or genotypic
changes in individual animals, or changes in the
composition of their populations, while certainly ap-
propriate, is at the same time somewhat mislead-
ing. Although such measurable changes are often
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•

Seeds of wild and dornesticared marsh elder (top), sunflower
(center), and squash (bottom) differ considerably in size,
allowing arehaeologisrs ro reeognize the presenee of domesti-
cates in ancient settlernents. The wild marsh elder seed is
modern; the dorncsticared marsh elder seed is from the
Turner sire, in sourheast Missouri, which has been dated to
A.D. 1300. The wild and domestieated sunflower and squash
seeds are from the Cloudsplitter rock shelter in eastern
Kenrucky, and are more than 2000 years old.

the goal of domestication, they are at the same time
symptomatic of an underlying change in the rela-
tionship between human societies and plant and an-
imal communities. Domestication is not simply an
observable end product-physical changes in planrs
and animais. Ir also reflects a revolutionary change
in the relationship between human societies and the
species they have domesticated.

When we take into consideration this new re-
lationship between humans and other species, we
have to expand our earlier definition of domesticates
as human-modified planrs and animais to include
this essential attribute: rhey have been changed so
much that they have lost the ability to survive in
the wild. Corn (Zea mays), for example, is by almosr

any measure one of the rnost successful plants in the
hisrory of the world, occupying as it does vast areas
of the earrh's land surface. Yet any cornfield left un-
tended will simply cease to exist within a few years.
Long-term human selection has produced in Zea
mays a plant incapable of dispersing seed rhar can
survive to the next growing season, germinate, and
successfully compete with the variety of aggressive
intruders likely to invade any uncultivated corn-
field. Human societies long ago intervened in the
life cycle of teosinte, the wild ancesror of Zea mays,
and selected for plants with reduced ability to dis-
perse their kernels, and these kernels themselves
were less able to delay sprouting until the follow-
ing spring. At the same time humans took over re-
sponsibility for the dispersal and germination of
seeds by harvesting and sroring kernels and then
planting thern in cultivared fields at the srarr of the
next growing season. Human beings have similarly
imervened in the life cycles of many plants and an-
imais, so that after rhousands of years of selection
and sheltered existence, these organisms have been
transformed imo a rich variery of domesticated
species that are highly successful in agricultural
landscapes and at the same time incapable of sur-
viving without human help. In the same way, the
survival of human societies has come to depend on
dornesticated food sources.

How do such relarionships of increasing murual
dependence get started? Within the general pool of
hunter-gatherers' efforts to manipulate their habi-
tats, what particular types of intervention in the life
cycles of targer species precede and precipitare do-
mesrication? And why are some species and not oth-
ers drawn imo such revolutionary relationships?

Researchers have idenrified a logical sequence of
human activities that give us ever-increasing levels
of control over wild plants and animais, culminat-
ing in the specific acrions that result in domestica-
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tion. Some seholars have proposed that these in-
ereasing levels of intervention represent a eon-
tinuous and gradual developmental pathway lead-
ing up to domestieation. Let's look at possible
pathways to the dornestication, firsr of seed plants,
then of anirnals.

The Domestication of Seed Plants

Most of the major erop planrs grown today are seed
plants. The pathway leading to the domestieation
of seed plants might have begun with the eneour-
agement of wild plants that grew outside of any
human-made environment. While sueh human ef-
forts as the Australian Aborigine's burning of the
landseape ean inerease the number and size of wild
stands, and henee their yields, even intensive har-
vesting will have no appreeiable genetie effeet on
the wild plants in that stand, beeause it is the seeds
that escape the harvester and are exposed to the full
set of natural seleetive pressures that beeome the
next generation of plants.

Another form of human intervention, however,
does represent a step toward domestieation: the dis-
turbanee of the soil and assoeiated disruption of ex-
isting plant eommunities that aeeompany a wide
range of human aetivities, particularly around ser-
tlements. People disturb plant eommunities by
dearing away vegetation, building houses, exeavat-
ing pits for storage and eooking, and piling up
refuse. These acrivities have little lasting impaet on
plant communities if the people move on fairly soon.
Hunter-gatherer populations that move their set-
tlernents frequently produee a series of temporarily
disturbed patehes that soon return to the original
vegetation eover after the people have left. When
people maintain their sertlernents over a number of

years, though, a new human-ereated plant habitar
beeomes more permanently established.

Sueh relatively permanent disturbed habitats
have three irnportant eharaeteristies. First, being
comparatively dear of preexisting vegetation, they
are open to eolonization, partieularly by pioneer
plants and other plants adapted to any similar nat-
urally disturbed habitats that may exist in the wild.
Seeond, they are in dose proximity to human set-
tlements, where hunter-gatherers could aeeidentally
drop seeds they had harvested from wild stands and
thus inadvertently introduee colonizers. Third, these
disturbed habitats bear some resemblanee to the
broken ground of seedbeds prepared for cultivated
plants. Thus by produeing habitats where soil was
disturbed, sedentary hunter-gatherers inadvertently
created experimental quasi-garden plots that a va-
riety of wild plants, some of eeonomie importanee,
had an opportunity to invade and colonize.

Plants that are sueeessful in sueh disturbed habi-
tats, partieularly those ereated by human aetion, are
usually ealled "weeds." As Edgar Anderson, a
botanist and direetor of the Missouri Botanieal Gar-
den, pointed Out in the 1950s, some natural forees-
rnost notably rivers, whieh constantly rework flood-
plain soils-ereate zones of permanently disturbed
soil that typieally are inhabited by a range of weeds,
long adapted to the open floodplain. Anderson ar-
gued that the weeds of natural open habitars were
preadapted to eolonizing human-ereated open habi-
tats, and in this respeet were exeellent eandidates
for eventual domestieation. Representing in many
respeets a new niehe, the patehes of soil that people
inadvertently disturbed around their settlernenrs
not only offered exeellent opportuniries for weeds to
invade from their natural habitats but also provided
a plaee where weedy adaptations by other eoloniz-
ing wild plants, partieularly those of eeonomie im-
portanee, eould develop.
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The atritude of hunter-gatherers toward the
weedy plants that colonized the ground they had
disturbed could have ranged from dislike and active
eradication, through simple toleration, to various
degrees of encouragement and use. Those weedy col-
onizers with a history of having been harvested as
wild food sources were the most likely to be actively
encouraged, perhaps by people removing compet-
ing plants or expanding the disturbed soil area.

In sum, disturbed soil settings dose to human
settlernents were similar in some respects to the pre-
pared seedbeds of garden plots. They were open to
colonization by weedy species preadapted to grow-
ing in such settings and offered opportunities for
firsr attempts to encourage and control weedy "carnp
follower" plant species. As a result, they may well
have provided the context for a logical next step that
led directly to plant domestication: the deliberare
planting of stored seed stock.

No matter where they were carried out, the first
experiments with planting could well have consisted
simply of efforts to enlarge stands of wild or camp
follower food plants by broadcasting some of the
harvested seed over a wider area, as the Kumeyaay
did. The hunter-gatherers could have later elabo-
rated the process by minimally preparing the soil to
receive the wild seeds and then "weeding." These
initial experiments with planting, seen as a logical
extension of hunter-gatherers' efforts to increase the
yield and dependability of wild and weedy species,
would not lead to true domestication, however, un-
less people 'isolated the plants in question and in-
tervened in their reproduction. They could have
done so easily enough. All they needed to do was
ser aside some seeds of target species after they had
harvested them, and rhen plant those stored seeds
the following year in a prepared area, or "seedbed."
When sown with part of the previous year's har-
vest, such planting areas would have provided sub-

stantial genetic isolation from populations of wild
relatives.

Over time, the practice of planting stored seed
stock would produce domesticated plants-plants
rhat had responded and adapted to the newly cre-
ated human environment, and in doing so had un-
dergone a series of changes in their "morphology,"
or ourward shape and formo At first glance, plant-
ing might seem a simple and logical extension of
hunrer-garherers' manipulation of food plants. In
fact, however, it marks an essential change in the re-
lationship of human societies to their environment.

Unintended Benefits: ri,
Consequences of Seedbed
Competition and Human Harvesting

By storing and planting harvested seed, hunter-
gatherers assumed control of the life cydes of the
now isolated target plants, shielding them in many
ways from the competition and pressure of the nat-
ural environment. But at the same time that this
protective relationship released the plants from one
set of selective pressures, ir subjected them to an-
other. As the now "protected" plants adjusted to this
new set of selective forces, their morphology
changed, and many of these changes were advanta-
geous to the human harvesters in ways the harvesters
had not foreseen. Jack Harlan, an evolutionary bi-
ologist, and his co-workers first outlined many of
these unintended changes.

Where plants grow in the wild, only the seeds
that escape human harvesting and are dispersed on
the ground have a chance of sprouring and growing
to form next year's stand. Just the opposite is true,
however, once humans begin to store seed stock to
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plant the following year. N ow the seeds that are col-
Iected have a better chance of contributing genetic
material to the next generation's prepared seedbed
than those that are lost. And harvesters are less likely
to miss seeds that are conveniently packaged in ter-
minal clusters at the ends of stalks. Over time,
plants thar retain their seeds long enough to be har-

The cornpaction of seeds is a good in-
dicator of dornesticarion. 10 the wild
Chenopodium plane known as larnb's-
quarrers, 00 the right, seeds are dis-
tributed in nurnerous small clusters.
00 the lefr, in conrrasr, the seeds of a
domesticated Cbenopodium plant are
tighrly compacted at the top of the
maio stern.

vested and that package thern in convenient clus-
ters both contribute more seeds to next year's seed
stock and generate a larger harvest. Harvesting,
then, coupled with storage and deliberate planting,
inadvertently encourages plants to increase rheir
harvest yields as they respond to the newly imposed
selection guidelines for reproductive success.
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These two automatic responses by plants to the
harvesting of stored seed stock-retention of seeds
and their packaging in terminal elusters-also re-
sult in recognizable morphological changes in the
plants, changes that serve as markers of domestica-
tion. These are the markers that archaeobotanists
look for in the fragmented seeds and other plant
parts they recover from archaeological sires. When
they compare plant assemblages from different time
periods, for example, they look for a stronger at-
tachment of seeds to stalks that indicates an in-
creased retention of seeds.

Several other important morphological markers
of domestication are the result of the intense com-
petition among plants that sprout in prepared
seedbeds. Seedlings that sprout quickly, grow
rapidly toward the sun, and then shade nearby
seedlings with their spreading leaves have a distinct
advantage. Young plants that can literally put their
neighboring competitors in the shade markedly im-
prove their own chances of surviving to harvest and
contriburing seeds to the next year's planting cyele.
Over time, such pressures strongly favor plants
whose seeds have both greater srart-up food reserves
within and substantially reduced inhibitions to
rapid sprouting.

The seeds of wild plants commonly remain dor-
mant in the ground for months until winter is over,
the rains come, or conditions are otherwise suitable
for germination. Thick impermeable seed coats are
often essential in the seeds of wild plants that have
to survive, exposed to the elements, from one grow-
ing season to the next. Once humans take over the
responsibility for safely storing seeds away from
moisture and predators, however, thick seed coats are
nor necessary. Since any delay in germination after
the seed is planted will ofren, in the face of compe-
ririon for nutrients and sunlight, reduce a young
plant's chances of contributing to rhe harvest (and

the next year's planting), its seeds lose much or all
of the ability to lie dormant and sometimes acquire
a thinner seed coat. Similarly, by favoring seeds with
greater start-up food reserves, seedbed competition
selects for larger seed size.

Like plants' automatic responses to harvesting,
the two autornatic responses to seedbed competition
(larger seeds, thinner seed coar) thus inadvertently
make the harvest both larger and more easily
processed. A thinner seed coat and a larger seed size
are key morphological markers of domestication
that investigators often look for in seeds recovered
from archaeological sites. They provide elear evi-
dence of deliberate planting. With the aid of scan-
ning electron microscopes and light microscopes,
archaeobotanists patiently examine and measure an-
cient seeds, looking for the morphological charac-
teristics that indicate whether or not domesticated
plants were yet present at particular settlements of
known age.

In sum, a few seemingly simple steps brought
remarkable changes to the relationship between hu-
man societies and particular plant species. When
human beings took control of the reproductive cy-
eles of some populations of certain species by har-
vesting, storing, and planting their seeds in pre-
pared areas, they effectively created a separate and
parallel world for these plants. Populations of the
same species that grew beyond the human realm
continued to be shaped by the rules of reproductive
competition and survival in the natural world, but
those plants now controlled by humans became sub-
ject to new rules for success. These new rules fa-
vored plants with larger seeds that could sprout
quickly and that were retained on the plant at har-
vest and packaged in terminal clusters for easier col-
Iection. These changes, rather than being deliber-
ately caused by humans, were probably in large
measure unintentional and automatic responses to
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human planting, parrof the adaptive syndrome of
domestication.

These changes made crop planrs dramatically
more importam as sources of food than wild stands.
Such plants would produce larger and more de-
pendable yields than wild ones, and they would lose
subsrantially fewer seeds at harvesting. Their seeds
were larger, and thinner seed coats made processing
easier. This serendipitous response to planting, so
advamageous to the planters, is one of the most in-
teresting and perhaps most importam elernents in
the process of plant domestication. Among all the
various human efforts to reduce risk by manipulat-
ing resources, the plaming of stored seed stock
would have yielded very rapid and dramatic bene-
fits, and the results would have encouraged further
experimemation. It is likely rhar human socieries
also began ro deliberarely selecr plan ;0- orher

In a timeless cableau, women harvest
grain. A several-thousand-year-old
cave paincing frorn Tassili n'Ajjer,
Algeria.

characteristics soon after they firsr undertook in-
tentional planring, adding to the lisr of morpho-
logical markers of domesrication.

What attributes in a wild plant would have
made ir a likely candidate for deliberare plaming?
Obviously a wild plant that hunter-gatherer soei-
eties already relied on as an importam food source
would have been a prime candidate for experimen-
tation. In general, one could expect successful do-
rnesticates to have those attributes that would make
them able to thrive in the environment that humans
had created and now comrolled. "Generalist" planrs
that could do as well in disturbed soil as in the wild
would be better able to make the rransirion ro rhe
human environment than planrs with more strin-
gem habitar requirernents. pecies adapted ro grow-
ing in dense srands would be berrer candidares for
domesricarion than rbose - - g:ev; 10 ° dispersed
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patterns. Sirnilarly, species able to tolerare the rnois-
ture, temperature, and other conditions of storage
would be good candidates for domestication, as
would those whose rates of rnutation and genetic
variation enabled them to adapt rapidly to the new
selective pressures.

ri,Domestication of Animals

Just as some wild plant species are more predisposed
than others to respond rapidly and successfulIy to
human planring, so roo are some species of wild an-
irnals elearly preadapted to dornestication. As early
as 1865 Francis Galton proposed that almost all an-
imal species had at one time or another been "au-
ditioned" by human societies for possible dornesti-
cation. While many may have been called, few
species of animais have in fact been chosen to fill
the new role of domesticare. Galton suggested that
the reason was that the role was difficulr to fil1. To
negociare the transition from the wild to a domes-
ticated life, he argued, animal species had to meet
a particular set of behavioral and physiological re-
quirernents:

1, They should be hardy; 2, they should have
an inborn liking for man; 3, they should be
comfort loving; 4, they should be found useful
to the savages; 5, they should breed freely; 6,
they should be easy to tendo

Many of the inherent aspects of physiology and be-
havior Galton pointed to are today recognized as irn-
portant elements of preadaptation to domesrication.
His criterion thar candidates for dornestication
"should be found useful" reiterates a basic point al-
ready made in regard to plants-that wild species

that were already irnporrant sources of food would
be particularly likely candidares for efforts to do-
mesticate them. Galton's other five aspects of
preadaptation all have to do with the relative ease
with which wild animal species would be able to re-
spond to and survive in the human environment. As
in the case of plants, there were two key elements
of the initial domestication of animal species: some
individuais were separated from populations in the
wild, and then humans made a concerted interven-
tion in the life cyeles of the now captive popula-
tions. Once these individuals were brought under
control, human societies assumed responsibility for
managing the size and locarion of the area the ani-
rnals occupied, their food supply, and rheir success-
ful reproduction. These three dimensions of human
management-space, feeding, and breeding-
define in large measure the elements of preadapta-
tion Galton recognized.

Specialized feeding habits, for example, repre-
sent a major barrier to domestication. Flexible feed-
ers such as pigs and goats would be far better able
to adjust to the feeding opportunities offered under
human conrrol. In addition, species better able to
adjust to new conditions of disease, temperature,
and confinement would be good candidates for do-
mestication ("they should be hardy").

Similarly, animal species vary considerably rn
the number and narrowness of the behavioral, phys-
iological, and situational cues that are necessary pre-
conditions for successful reproduction. Obviously,
those species with the fewest and least constraining
sets of cues are good candidates for domestication
("they should breed freely"), The ability to repro-
duce in crowded conditions, for instance, could be
an essential artribute for successful dornestication.

Crowding under human management represents
a formidable barrier to domesticating species that
are largely solitary in the wild. Species vary consid-
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erably in the size and composition of the groups they
form at different seasons of the year, and in the size
of the "horne range" that those groups typically oc-
cupy. Relatively solitary and strongly territorial
species that defend their territories against intrud-
ers would be incapable of easy group interaction.
Even in the wild species whose females and young
live in groups through part or all of the year, the
males' territorial behavior and pattems of repro-
ductive competition can make breeding and control
in confinement impossible. Species that in the wild
form gregarious and highly social groups compris-
ing both sexes, on the orher hand, are good targets
for domestication. Similar behavioral barriers to do-
mestication exist in species such as anrelopes and
gazelles, which are adapted to escape from fleet-
footed predators. They can run extremely fast and
are skittish or high-strung in temperamento So-
phisticated fencing is needed to contain them, and
they often panic when they are so constrained. As a
result, they are difficult to feed and to breed under
dose control Ç'rhey should be easy to tend"),

Finally, and perhaps most important, highly so-
cial and gregarious anirnals whose behavioral pat-
terns are based on a dominance hierarchy are
strongly preadapted to domestication. Groups that
have a dominant leader are predisposed to submit
to a human herdsman who steps into the position
of the lead male. Thus, to become domesticated, a
wild animal species should have a preexisting ca-
pacity for submissive behavior. Such a predisposi-
tion also dramatically increases the ability ofhuman
herders to communicate commands to their captives
Ç'they should have an inborn liking for rnan").

In sum, the ideal candidate for domestication
would be a wild animal that is already an impor-
tant food source, does not depend on rapid flight to
escape predators, is a placid dietary generalist, is
highly social and gregarious, has an established par-
tem of social interaction based on a dominance hi-
erarchy, and tolerates breeding and feeding in dose
confinement. Ir is no accident, then, that when we
examine the origins of agriculture in the Near East,
we find that the goat and sheep, two of the first an-

Kurdish sheep herders drive their
flock, in Turkey. Sheep were excellent
candidates for human COntro!and do-
mestication because of their social and
submissive herd structure.
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imal species in the world to be brought under do-
mestication, fit this profile quite elosely. Both
species are relatively placid and slow-moving for-
agers. Neither species is territorial, and both sheep
and goats form highly social groups having a single
dominant leader. In addition, such groups maintain
small home ranges, and thus are predisposed to hu-
man constraint.

The Transition to Domestication

Given this general profile of preadaptation, what
progression of increasing intervention in the life cy-
eles of preadapted wild species leads human soei-
eties to the critical point of domesticating them?
Scholars have proposed various stages of human ma-
nipulation that might develop inro full captivity
and control, from random hunting through inten-
tional specialized hunting to following herds of an-
imals, enelosing them in pens, and keeping them as
pets.' As with efforts to "irnprove" the environrnenti
by intervening in the life cyeles of selected plant
species, some forms of manipulation point to do-
mestication, others don't.

Human beings could try to enhance the habitat;'
of hunted species by eliminating either their preda-
tors or their comperitors or by burning the landscape
or elearing woodlands to encourage the growth of the
food plants. Efforts of both kinds could well produce
an increase in the animal populations and make for
good hunting, but they will not lead to domestica-
tion. Similarly, specialized hunting strategies targeted
at free-living animal populations would not signifi-
cantly shifr an essentially predator-prey relationship
toward domestication. Such efforrs do not lead to-
ward the three elements essential to animal domesti-
cation: constraint of the movement of target pop-

ulations, regulation of their breeding, and control
of their feeding both to ensure and to shape succes-
sive generations.

These three elements are the core of the con-
ceptual shift that marks the transition to domesti-
cation. Richard Meadow, director of the zooarchae-
ological laboratory at Harvard University, has
insightfully described this conceptual shift as a
change in focus from ensuring the deaths of living
anirnals to ensuring their survival-more particu-
larly, to ensuring the creation of progeny. To man-
age captive populations a sociery rnust master an en-
tirely new set of tasks and develop complex new
areas of knowledge. No longer do the skills of stalk-
ing and killing wild anirnals determine a depend-
able meat supply, but rather the knowledge of how
to susrain, manage, and regenerate animal popula-
tions largely or entirely under human control.

Any efforts to manipulare wild animal popula-
tions that would contribute to this newly required
body of knowledge could contribute to their initial
dornestication. For example, the practice of captur-
ing young wild anirnals and rearing them to adult-
hood, which is widespread amonghunter-gatherer
societies today, could certainly have provided audi-
tioning opportunities. During such episodes of cap-
tivity, the captors could have assessed the predispo-
sition of species to captivity and learned many
aspects of their management, from food require-
ments to breeding patterns. The rearing of wild
youngsters as pets would not easily lead to their sue-
cessful breeding as adults, but it would still provide
considerable insight into the skills necessary to man-
age captive populations.

Hunter-gatherers might have attempted the
partial management of wild animals that were al-
ready important food sources and were preadapted
to domestication-social herds with a dominance
hierarchy and small home ranges. A herd of such
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anirnals might have been kept in a compact group
to be preyed upon whenever meat was required.
Humans might have consrrained the movement of
wild species within a small area with a favorable
habitar and a supply of water. The habituation of
these anirnals to human herders/hunters could have
been an important early step along the pathway to
domestication.

Marl<ers of Animal Domestication

The critical poinr on the road to the domestication
of seed plants is the deliberate planting of seed srock
in prepared seedbeds, and the associated separation

A child and his pet. Huncer-gatherer
socieries would have consistently
brought home young wild animaIs ro
raise as pets, becoming familiar with
their habits and needs, and learning
abour their potencial for control and
domestication.

of these plants from wild populations. The analo-
gous point that marks the transition to the domes-
tication of anirnals was reached when humans iso-
lated a herd or flock of anirnals and undertook to
control their reproduction. Like seed plants, animals
responded to the new ser of selective pressures they
encountered, to the confinement and crowding of
the human environment, and underwent a variety
of morphological changes. In many cases, however,
these morphological markers of domestication are
nor so uniformly present in individual organisms as
those that appear in plants. As a result, the evidence
of early domestication is easier to read in ancient
seeds than it is in bone fragments excavated from
ancient setrlernents. Unlike seeds, individual bones
only rarely carry clear srructural changes indicative
of initial captivity and domesticarion.
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For a time in the 1970s it was thought that such
a basic structural signature of animal domestication
had been found. After analyzing the microstructure
of bones from the sites of Suberde and Erbabain in
Turkey, Dexter Perkins of Columbia University and
Patricia Daly of the University of Pennsylvania be-
lieved they had found clear and consistent differ-
ences between the bones of wild and domesticated
sheep and goats. Bone consists of crystals of calcium
phosphate (hydroxyapatite) deposited along long
fibers of the protein collagen. According to Perkins
and Daly, hydroxyapatite crystals were oriented per-
pendicularly to the long axis of collagen fibers in
the wild anirnals, whereas they were more randomly
oriented in the bones of animals thought to be do-
mesticated. If Perkins and Daly were correct, a sim-
ple microscopic examination of a thin section of
bone could establish whether an animal was wild or
dornesticated.

To tesr the validity of the proposed marker of
animal dornestication, Melinda Zeder of the Na-
tional Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian In-
stitution (then an undergraduate at the University
of Michigan), looked for differences in the bone
structure of modern wild and domesticated sheep
from the Near East. Four wild sheep killed in the
Tarus Mountains near the Caspian Sea were found
to have the expected perpendicular orientation of
crystals. A dozen domesticated sheep acquired from
traditional pastoral societies in remote rural areas of
Iran, however, also had hydroxyapatite crystals ori-
ented perpendicular to the long axis of collagen
fibers, conrrary to what Perkins and Daly predicted.
Ir was later found that the random orientation of
crystals Perkins and Daly observed in some archae-
ological bone samples had been caused not by do-
mestication but rather by chemical processes that
rook place long afrer the bones had become buried
in the ground. Since Zeder showed the crystalline

structure marker to be invalid, no other clear mi-
cromorphological marker of domestication in ani-
rnals has been proposed.

This is not to say, however, that no morpho-
logical changes associated with domestication can
be observed in animal bones recovered from archae-
ological sites. On rhe contrary, a variety of changes
in skeletal elernents have been employed to distin-
guish domesticated animals from wild individuais
of the same species. Such morphological markers
provide a valuable way of recognizing the presence

Melinda A. Zeder, Srnirhsonian Insritut ion archaeologisr,
excavaring a small dornesricated donkey ar the sire of Te!
Halif in the southern Levant.
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These rwo specimens from the Ali Kosh sire in Iran illus-
trate how the horns of wild goars differ in cross section from
those of domesricared anirnals, providing a morphological
marker of domesricarion for this species. The wild goat horn
(lefr) has a more four-sided cross section, wirh a peak facing
roward rhe front (top), while the horn of the domesticared
goat (righr) is more triangular in cross section, flat along the
medial side with a peak facing backward (borrem).

of domesticated anirnals in archaeological bone as-
semblages. A very distinctive change in the cross
sections of the horns of dornesricared goars and
sheep, for example, distinguishes them from wild
individuais. Similarly, a distinctive size reduction in

the teerh of pigs has been used to identify the ini-
tial domestication of this Old World species.
Whether they result from relaxation of selective
pressures in the wild or from deliberate human se-
lection over generations, however, such morpholog-
ical markers of domestication may not appear for
some time after the anirnals have been domesticated.
As a result, zooarchaeologists today build their ar-
guments not simply on the presence or absence of a
limited number of isolated morphological markers,
but on the patterns of change that can be seen only
by examining larger assemblages of bones thar rep-
resent whole herds or flocks.

In the ideal situation for this kind of "whole
herd" analysis, one would begin with a deep ar-
chaeological site that revealed a vertical sequence of
deposits that spanned the full transition from
hunting and gathering to agriculture. If each layer
in the sequence of deposits yielded large and well-
preserved assemblages of animal bones, zooarchae-
ologisrs could then start wirh all the bones of a par-
ticular animal species found in the lowest, earliest
layer. Let's locate this long-occupied settlement in
the Near East, and let's say the bones belonged to
goats. By carefulIy identifying, measuring, and an-
alyzing all of the goat bones found in the lowest
layer of the site, zooarchaeologists could determine
the group profile of the wild goats hunted by the
earliest human inhabitants of the settlement. Vari-
ous bones could be measured to establish the range
in size of the anirnals culled from the wild herd by
human hunters. Their range in age could be deter-
mined by analyzing tooth eruption and wear pat-
terns, annual growth rings in the teerh, and whether
or not bones had finished growing. By measuring
skulls, horns, pelvises, and other distinctive bones,
zooarchaeologists could establish how many anirnals
were female and how many were male. They could
document the growth patterns and pathology of
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bones to show the general health of the animals.
Tooth eruption patterns, seasonal growth rings in
teeth, and the presence of very young anirnals could
indicate the seasons of the )Tearin which the ani-
rnals were kilIed. By comparing the numbers of
these animals with the representation of orher ani-
mal species found at the settlement, researchers
could determine how important they were as a
source of food.

Moving up through time through the layers of
the site, the investigators could similarly scrutinize
each succeeding deposit of goat bones and produce
a profile of each goat herdoOnce all the layers of the
site had been analyzed in rhis way, the search would
begin for any patterns of change in the herd profiles
that might mark increasing human control. A
change in one aspect of the herd profile that could
be linked to captivity and reproductive control, such
as age composition or male-female ratio, would cer-
tainly provide some evidence that domestication had
begun. A much stronger and more convincing case
could be made should related changes be observed
in several characteristics of the goat herd, all of
which could be linked to captivity and human con-

• trol of breeding.
To extend this ideal situation to a more regional

scale, let's suppose that a good number of such deep-
layered setrlements scattered across the Near East
were all carefulIy excavated and their goat herd pro-
files tracked through time. If a characteristic set of
changes in goat herd profiles linked to captivity and
human control were documented at all of the exca-
vated settlements, then an even stronger case could
be made thar the observed changes constitute good
evidence of the inicial appearance of domesticated
goat herds at particular times in particular places.

Unfortunatel y, such ali ideal research situation
does not exist today. Few settlements have been ex-
cavated that provide opportunities to rrack changes

in the profiles of any species through the full tran-
sition from wild to domesticated. Lacking a com-
prehensive set of sites to work with, zooarchaeolo-
gists working in different regions of the world have
to settle for an incomplete, fragmented mosaic of
evidence. Excavated settlements were often occupied
for only short spans of time, so each settlement
provides information about only one part of the
transition. While some sites produce large, well-
preserved assemblages of bones, others yield less
useful collections. Perhaps the excavation is smalIer
and less effort is made to recover bones, or perhaps
the bones are not as well preserved in the ground.
Given the scattered and partial evidence, the srnall
fragments of the domestication puzzle that must be
drawn togerher from many settlernents of different
times, what are the various changes in herd profiles
that zooarchaeologists look for as possible indica-
tions that the anirnals were living in caprivity, rheir
reproduction controlIed by human herders?

When animals are held in captivity and their
movements are constrained, the impact on the cap-
tive herd could in some respects be almost imme-
diate. For example, bone pathologies might be
brought on by the physical trauma, poor diet, and
higher stress and infection rates of confinement. At
the agricultural vilIage of Tepe Sarab in western
Iran, numerous cases of chronic arthritis and evi-
dence of gum disease in goats have been cited as
early evidence of confinement and dornestication. A
high frequency of bone pathology in goats from a
farming settlement at the 'Ain Ghazal site in Jor-
dan has also been proposed as marking the early do-
mestication of this species.

Halfway around the world, on the high puna
grasslands of Peru, the Telarmachay rock shelter has
yielded another possible indicator of animal domes-
tication. Here, in deposirs dating to about 5500 to
5000 years ago, a large number of bones of fetal and
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newborn llamas have been recovered, perhaps evi-
dence of the earliest corralling of this species by hu-
man herders. Jane Wheeler argues that newborn
mortality rates, which are low among wild llamas
(guanacos) today, are as high as 50 percent in do-
mestic herds that are corralled ar night. In present-
day domesticated herds, high newborn mortality is
the result of infections caused by two C/ostridium
bacteria that thrive in dirty, muddy corrals but are
not known to infect wild populations of guanacos.

Such disease-related indications of herd manage-
ment, unfortunately, are often difficult to docurnent
in archaeological assemblages of animal bones. For-
tunately, however, deliberate human manipulation of
the reproduction of newly domesticated animal
species is clearly visible in the archaeological recordo

When herds are kept in isolation from wild pop-
ulations and cared for by human herders, they are
relieved of the selective pressures that shape wild
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Toe bones are smaller in dornesricared cattle, reflecting an
overall reduction in the size of these anirnals. The 7000-year-
old first phalanx of an aurochs (righr) is fram the site of
Urnrn Qseir in northeastern Syria. The much smaller 7000-
to-6000-year-old toe bone of a dornesticared animal (lefr) is
fram rhe site of Mashnaqa, also in norrheasrern Syria.

populations. By imposing their own selection of an-
imals for breeding, herders would be free to modify
the size and appearance of the anirnals, the size of
the herd, the relative balance of males and females,
and the age profile of the herd in any manner that
worked to improve the dependability of the herd as
a food source, or walking larder. Managers could, for
example, decide to remove large and aggressive males
in order to reduce disruption in the herd while fa-
cilitating their own control of the important lead
male position. Bur because by doing so they would
be clearing the way for the reproductive success of
the wimps in the group, they would in the process
be reducing the size of the animals in the herdo

In a similar fashion, herders could easily pro-
duce and maintain the basic strucrure of a managed
population of dornesricated animais through selec-
tive harvesting. A breeding herd consisting of nu-
merous females of reproductive age would need only
a few males to impregnate them. The vast majority
of the young born every year would be slated for
slaughter, to be harvested as the need arose, once
they approached adult size. Young anirnals that ex-
hibited desirable traits could be spared for breeding
to fill vacancies resulting from old age or death. Just
as the seed srock of a dornesticated plant is set aside
each year to ensure next year's crop while the rest
of the harvest is available for consumption, so the
breeding herd is the seed stock of the next genera-
tion, and the food-stock anirnals are stored stand-
ing up and ready for slaughter. The resrructuring of
captive herds can take a variety of forms, depend-
ing on the species' primary uses (as sources of meat,
milk, or skins, or as pack or draft anirnals).

All of rhe herd profiles that human societies in
different regions of the world could creare, manip-
ulating different captive species for different ends,
would be similar in one important respect: they
would allleave archaeological bone assemblages that
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were different from those left by the hunting of wild
populations. In sum, ir would seem a rather straight-
forward task to identify in the archaeological record
when animal domestication began, and in general
it is. Some clues, such as indications of poor nutri-
tion, disease, and parasites, are only occasionally ob-
served. A decrease in the size of captive animais, in
contrast, is easily recognized, and as a result it is to-
day the most widely employed morphological
marker of dornestication.

There are two quite different causes for such
observed size reductions, however, and they can oc-
cur at quite different times in the long process of
human manipulation of domesticated animais. De-
liberate human selection for decreased body size,
on the one hand, resulting in an across the board
size reduction in a managed population, can come
soon after inirial domestication, or not for several
thousand years, if at all. On the other hand, an-
other kind of reduction in the average size of ani-
mais making up a captive managed herd, which
has a very different cause, is an excellent early

A present-day herder and his assistant
in the Alps. Pastoral economies have
evolved in many parts of Europe over
a period of more than 7000 years.

marker of initial domestication. This is the reduc-
tion in the average size of animais comprising a
herd where the species exhibits clear sexual di-
morphism (males are larger than females), and hu-
mans have shaped the age-sex profile of the adult
herd to optimize meat production-only a few
(larger) adult males, and many (smaller) adult fe-
males. Thus although often described simply as an
observed size reduction associated with domestica-
tion, this shift does not in fact reflect any decrease
in body size in comparison to wild individuais, but
rather indicates the shaping of an adult breeding
population dominated by smaller female animais.
Together, changes in the individual animais, and
the composition of the herd itself, provide a good
set of interrelated markers of domestication that
can be recognized in archaeological bone assem-
blages. As we shall see, however, recent innovations
have enabled researchers to take into consideration
a much wider variery of information in their ef-
forrs to identify the initial domestication of plants
and animais.
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